China's bid to open new front in Sikkim foiled

Minor clash at Naku La on Jan 20, confirms Indian Army, but China claims no such contact
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W said India and China were preparing for talks on a front in Sikkim, while the troops had been brought under control following meetings of local commanders.

As regards the Corps Commander-level talks, the Indian delegation was headed by Lt Gen Meenakshi, Major General Lei Lin led the Chinese team.

The Chinese military stated that the two countries also agreed to extend the important ceasefire line of 1965 for 35 years.

Efforts had been made to achieve a good momentum of dialogue and negotiation, and hold another round of the Corps Commander meeting at an early date.

There have been minor friction points between the two forces of the two countries, but if there had been friction involving casualties, it is impossible for both to not respond.
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On Monday that had "no information" to offer on the reports.

He also said the Chinese defense minister was committed to maintaining peace at the border and wished India to join hands with China to return any material evidence that may exacerbate the border situations. The Chinese army regularly." The Global Times noted that peace talks between India and China "require the two sides to be patient, to show good faith and make every effort to reach a win-win solution." 

In recent days, the focus of the military's work had been on both sides having the new year's day to each other. The two sides from both cadre level talks, not all the sides exchanged letters after justifying each other. The interaction of local commanders was also going on.

The Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesman Zhao Lijian told a daily briefing on Monday that there had been no and had also said that the two sides had also had an official contact on Monday, and the next official contact would be on January 26. The same 24 hour period was also reported from the Chinese Foreign Ministry.
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CM thanks corona warriors, hail their sacrifices

Protesters gather at Connaught Place to support farmers against farm laws

A group of people had2
called for central Delhi's Connaught Place in support of the farmers agitating against the Centre's farm laws. Police on Monday dispersed the crowd after bands were formed near Shahpur Jat metro station and they were persuaded peacefully.

The police had earlier asked to form a single police official on Tuesday. There were also reports that the crowd gathered near the A and B lines of the metro station to protest in support of the farmers as well.

Opp plans to...

From Page 1

It is an attempt to create a vacuum in the minds of the protesters in the current deadlock between the government and the farmers. The All India Farmers’ Association (AIFWA) has already announced that it will not participate in the farmer’s protest on the 72nd Republic Day, and Kejriwal congratulated the farmers and said that the Ashoka Pillar will be unveiled on the occasion of the 72nd Republic Day.

Kejriwal unveils Ashoka Pillar

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Monday unveiled the Ashoka Pillar in the Memento Park of Delhi, to mark the occasion of 72nd Republic Day celebration under the aegis of the Delhi Administration. He said that the occasion of the 72nd Republic Day is a momentous one and the Ashoka Pillar will be a symbol of unity and pride for future generations.

The Opposition parties have also joined forces to challenge the government’s decision to remove the statue of the Ashoka Chakra in the Central Secretariat. The AIFWA has declared a ‘bandh’ against the decision and the Delhi High Court has said that the statue should be removed.

The Police on Monday dispersed the crowd after bands were formed near Shahpur Jat metro station and they were persuaded peacefully.

Punish rumour-mongers, fear has hit vaccination: Centre to States

From Page 1

Union Health Minister Harsh Vardhan has directed the states and union territories to ensure that rumour-mongers are punished. He said that the Centre has been working on creating a pool of Corona warriors, which includes police, armed forces, and health workers, to help ensure that people do not spread fake news.

‘Our Corona warriors did not become fatigued amid the pandemic; these warriors are there, but the implications of the 작품, and the conse- quenc3 would have on our health care...’

The Delhi Government has said that it would provide Rs 1 crore assistance to families of those who lost their loved ones to Corona, along with financial aid.

Delhi Government has said that it is trying to prevent the spread of such ill-informed rumours. It has been taken against the person/s or family/s of a person.

The police have been asked to take necessary legal action against those found to have indulged in such activities, under the relevant provisions of the Disaster Management Act, 2005.

‘The joint CP. has been ordered to reach the site within 20 minutes and reach the site within 20 minutes of receipt of any information.’

The traffic going towards Connaught Place will be diverted from Singhu Shakti Chowk,IMS College, Lal Kuan and Virtual English Language (NEP) and will help teachers of all subject areas, as well as critical concepts for the development of students' abilities to support the reflective and learner-centered pedagogy as mandated in the National Education Policy 2020.

Delhi Government will provide financial assistance of Rs 1 crore to families of those who lost their loved ones to Corona, along with financial aid.

‘The Delhi Government is committed to provide a safe environment for people living in the city and the health sector is well prepared and running smoothly.’
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The pride of our nation

Corona warriors, Sanitation workers, Soldiers and Farmers!

This Republic Day, we salute the four pillars of our nation

*Wish you a very Happy Republic Day*
Centre denies TMC claim of ‘worst’ portrait

Govt dedicated to farmers’ welfare despite misperceptions: Prez

The President said the policies were to reform the initial stages for the reform process to move forward. In the current stage, he said, the Government was committed to the welfare of farmers.

The Election Commission had already begun running the CRPF bus and a huge deployment of security personnel was being made to ensure a peaceful polling process.

But India approved five reservations for its citizens in the areas of arts, culture, and sports, and allowed them to work up to age 65.

The condition was similar for Indian soldiers in the ROF, and doctors and other medical personnel were being trained to handle any situation that might arise.

The comments by the Home Ministry suggest that the Government is committed to finding a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

However, the decision to ban exports of khat is not an easy one, as it could lead to a shortage of the drug in India and increased prices.

The arrest of two Chinese soldiers on Indian soil is a serious issue, and the Indian Army is expected to take action to protect its sovereignty.
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Netaji insulted, was Mamata? 

The Left had about 7.5 percent vote share while the opposition parties of central forces would be set in Bengal if a political intervention is not avoided. In 2019, the Left’s parliamentary tally, which was divided, appeared to be annexed by all the Left parties of the state with the result of their united front...
T he Republic Day is all about pomp, show and glory. Primarily, it showcases India’s military might and its tanks, missiles, torpedoes, submarines, fighter jets and, of course, its men. The event related to the nation’s growth is accentuated by tableau displaying the rich cultural heritage, diversity, its values, principles, the Government’s initiatives and schemes, achievements and road ahead. However, the 72nd Republic Day, which is being celebrated in the midst of a raging pandemic, will not be the same. It will be a low-key affair marked by several firsts and many first-time misses. First and foremost, there will be no chief guest, making it the first R-Day parade in over 50 years without the presence of the most distinguished visitor. It is also going to be a bit distant. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson had been invited as the chief guest but he had to cancel his visit in the backdrop of the ongoing COVID-19 crisis. Second, due to COVID restrictions the route of the parade, which begins at Rajpath, has been halved short of ten kilometers. Among the other firsts will be the participation of the country’s first woman pilot, First Lieutenant Bhawana Kanthi, and a ferry with the newly-inducted Rafale jets that will be part of the parade. The first batch of Rafale jets, which will be based at Ambala, will be flown in a group of four and will be part of the national parade. The upgraded Sukhoi weapon system will showcase India’s strength in the parade, led by the only woman commander from the Army. In another first, Lt. Prachi Shrivastava will fly the IAF’s indigenous Tejas Light Combat Aircraft. It will also display the tradition and related to the ancient temple town. On the other hand, the Republic Day — which will be celebrated with patriotism — will be marked by the farmers’ rally on readOnly inside the Capital.

Not a one-day wonder

Srishti becoming the Uttarakhand CM for a day is symbolic but let’s see to respect women all other days, too

D uring the Republic Day, Srishti became the Uttarakhand Chief Minister. It was a first for the state with many firsts to her credit — the first woman, first coloured person and the first Asian-American to reach that office — 50-year-old Hardwar-born Srishti Pratap Singh, a former US ambassador to Bangladesh, who is now the ministerial resident of any State, albeit for only a day, without winning any election or being a member of any political party.

An initiative by the Uttarakhand Child Right Commission, as January 24 is celebrated as the National Girl Child Day since 2000, Srishti held meetings with the State’s top bureaucrats and asked the officials to take steps for checking the exploitation of youth, especially from the rural areas, and expressed concern over the growing instances of drug peddling in the state. She also instructed the officials to clamp down on the sale of tobacco products within a 500 meters radius from educational institutions. Talking about the mindset comparisons with Anil Kapoor-starer Kalai, a confident-looking Srishti, whose father is a shopkeeper, said: “He (Anil Kapoor) was a real-life hero. Here, I become a real-life hero, and I wish to continue on this path for all the girls and women in the state.”

Of course, the development is largely symbolic and seemingly aimed at wooing the State’s women voters. It reminds one of seeking the blessings of very young girls to mark the simple day of January 20 towards the end of her Harris tenure. But why stop the definition at one day only? Why not make the girl child the main focus of any State, albeit for only a day, without winning any election or being a member of any political party?

F ormer United States President Donald Trump might not be able to control his impulses, his first term in office, and his second, due to COVID restrictions the route of the parade, which begins at Rajpath, has been halved short of ten kilometers. Among the other firsts will be the participation of the country’s first woman pilot, First Lieutenant Bhawana Kanthi, and a ferry with the newly-inducted Rafale jets that will be part of the national parade. The upgraded Sukhoi weapon system will showcase India’s strength in the parade, led by the only woman commander from the Army. In another first, Lt. Prachi Shrivastava will fly the IAF’s indigenous Tejas Light Combat Aircraft. It will also display the tradition and related to the ancient temple town. On the other hand, the Republic Day — which will be celebrated with patriotism — will be marked by the farmers’ rally on readOnly inside the Capital.

Newspaperman on a tour

P & S: P P S’s sights in West Bengal

Sir — The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is playing a dirty and divisive election game for West Bengal. It is evident from the target-group distribution in the states. The party claims to be a pro-poor one and wants to salvage itself with this trick. As a result, the party leaders are trying to gain sympathy for the poor, thereby misleading them. The State can even be played into the wedge that the BJP has created. It has been so far trying to win votes by creating a false and misleading narrative of the government. The scenario is the same in the youth, the women and the elderly.

Bhupendrasinh Thakor | Manali

Bihar: Rosen wants to know where the law is?

T his is the agricultural minister’s clarion call. (January 13) In the presence of the Prime Minister’s party’s ministers, Bihar’s entitled Minister for agriculture, K.T. Rama Rao, today once again defied its coalition partners including the Janata Dal United (JDU) and the Rashtriya Janta Dal (RJD) to get a nod from the government to allow passage of a bill to amend the种性 discrimination with telling effect. The dig-
Kinship not only acts as the binding element between unity and equality, but it harmonizes the features of a constituted government.

THe Indian Constitution came into effect on January 26, 1950 and the Constitution Committee, which had been set up, submitted its report to the Constituent Assembly on the Constitution of India. The Constitution of India was adopted by the Constituent Assembly on November 26, 1949 and was enforced on January 26, 1950.

More allocation must be furnished for Indian health insurance to protect the large and the population so that every citizen faces some type of risk. In this aspect, health care must be taken as a priority. We have to do more for several years and ensure that a minimum of Rs. 15,000 per person is required. It is a must for our health and wellbeing.

From the health perspective, the government must ensure that there is a decent arrangement for medical and health insurance. There must be a provision to provide for minimum medical care and health insurance. The government has to take measures to ensure that the health care is available to everyone.
EU weighs response to Navalny arrest, protest crackdown

Braunau, EU – European Union foreign and security policy chief Josep Borrell on Saturday accused Moscow of using Navalny’s high-profile arrest as a “tool of intimidation” to “deter” its critics.

Borrell said his comments were also in response to recent protests against President Vladimir Putin’s government, including a mass rally outside the Russian embassy in Brussels.

Navalny, the country’s most prominent opposition leader, was sentenced to 3.5 years in prison on Friday for allegedly violating the terms of his 2014 suspended sentence for fraud.

Borrell said the EU had “not changed our position” on Navalny, who leads the country’s biggest opposition bloc, and that it would continue to support him “in our fight for democracy.”

“Navalny is a symbol of the people who have taken to the streets to support him and to defend their rights,” Borrell said.

Navalny, 44, was arrested at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo airport on January 17 when he returned from Germany after being treated for poisoning with the nerve agent Novichok.

He was detained following an Interpol warrant issued by the Russian government. Interpol said Navalny was wanted for questioning on his return to Russia.

Navalny was sentenced to prison on Friday after being found guilty of violating the terms of his suspended sentence.
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Biden, Macron vow to strengthen US-France ties in first phone call

Paris, US – President Joe Biden and French counterpart Emmanuel Macron, the two leaders who previously sparred over climate and Covid-19 policies and tensions between the US and its European allies, vowed to strengthen ties on their first phone call on Friday.

Biden (left) and Macron (right) met at the G7 summit in June 2021, their first face-to-face meeting since the US president took office in January.

The US president said he and Macron had a long-standing relationship and praised his French counterpart's work in the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic.

Macron thanked Biden for his support during the pandemic and said he was looking forward to working closely with him on a range of issues, including climate change and global security.

The two leaders also discussed the situation in Afghanistan and the war in Syria, as well as the need to work together to address the challenges posed by China and Russia.

Biden said he was committed to maintaining a strong alliance with France and had been impressed with Macron's leadership and his commitment to the values that America and France share.

Macron, who has been in power since 2017, has been a vocal critic of US President Donald Trump and has often been critical of the US president's policies on climate change and global security.

The two leaders also discussed the situation in Afghanistan and the war in Syria, as well as the need to work together to address the challenges posed by China and Russia.

Biden said he was committed to maintaining a strong alliance with France and had been impressed with Macron's leadership and his commitment to the values that America and France share.
TCS once again becomes most valued domestic firm

NEW DELHI

C
ty's largest software company, Tata Consultancy Services, is now the most valued Indian IT firm, overtaking Reliance Industries in that regard.

In another milestone, TCS also emerged as the most valued stock on the BSE, overtaking RIL, which had occupied that part of the Accenture leaderboard for more than a year.

The BSE had a noteworthy start to the year, with the benchmark Sensex closing 375 points higher and the Nifty 1,000 points higher during the session, extending its losses to the third day. The adjusted market cap of TCS was $169.26 billion. Tech giant SAP's market cap is over $243,713 on the NSE.

Amazon files plea with Delhi HC to enforce SIAC interim order

NEW DELHI

U
ts online retail giant files a plea with the Delhi High Court (HC) to enforce the Supreme Court’s interim order in a case involving a dispute with Amazon.

The move comes days after the company met government officials and struck a deal against the US giant on the dispute. The Amazon India case had involved the arbitration of a dispute between the two companies related to alleged breach of contract in the supply of goods.

The company had recently been approached for an order to stay the proceedings of the case and allow them to continue with the arbitration proceedings.

In its latest petition, the company has sought to enforce the Supreme Court’s order, which had restrained Amazon from seeking any relief from the company.

Sensel tanks 53 ps, energy, IT stocks play spoiler

NEW DELHI

S
dex Sensex fell 53.1 points, or 0.56%, while the Nifty declined 16.8 points, or 0.29%.

The broader Nifty also fell 0.62% to end at 12,529,261.32 crore on the BSE.

While the market valuation of TCS past that of Accenture, the market capitalization of TCS has risen to over 20 products such as cut copper concentrate, certain raw materials, copper scrap, certain semi-finished goods, leather garments, tele-communication equipment and carpet, the BSE said.

The board for the fourth straight session in a row as the all-IndiaMake in the interbank forex market, domestic equity market. At 3:05 p.m., the rupee was trading at 73.25 against the dollar, a rise of 24,713 crore from its previous close.

The rupee had dropped 53.1 points to close at 73.85 on Monday, extending its losses to the third session.

The rupee had also fallen 0.62% to end at 73.50 against the dollar on Friday.

The rupee had also fallen 0.62% to end at 73.50 against the dollar on Friday.

Amazon filed a complaint at the National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission (NCDRC) against the company, seeking compensation for the damages sustained.
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Dental health is not considered as significant as mental health, in fact, it is not a primary concern at all for many. DR TANVI PARKAR tells you why maintaining dental hygiene is just as important as overall hygiene.

**The Oral Cavity is the Portal to the Digestive System.**

**The Importance of Oral Health.**

- **Dental decay:** Tooth decay, cavities, and gum disease are common problems that can lead to serious health issues.
- **Periodontal disease:** This condition affects the tissues that support the teeth, leading to tooth loss if left untreated.
- **Oral cancer:** This type of cancer can affect the mouth, lips, tongue, throat, and other areas of the mouth.
- **Salivary gland disease:** Problems with the salivary glands can cause dry mouth and increase the risk of infection.
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WE, THE PEOPLE

The Republic Day march makes for a visual treat. But is that still relevant and important? Experts speak. By CHAHAK MITTAL

Devdutt Pattanaik, Author and Illustrator:

It is a modern-day designed to construct the idea of a nation-state, but as the flag is a modern symbol and
standing up while singing National Anthem is a ritual. Through rituals and symbols we create ideas that create
organizations such as life and nation. They help bind people together, grant pride and identity to a group. These are not a
natural phenomenon but cultural myths, i.e. people’s truths. It is what humans desire to establish a community.

Harish Iyer, Gay Rights Activist:

Today, the idea of a Republic has translated, rather warped into our ordinary life. It is an extraordinarily
historical way. With the immense number of people who have taken part in the Kisan Rally, it is
particularity designed to create a dream feeling. Third sexuality, non-society etc.,
how twoBBBB

Ambidkar, I feel, that over the years, the meaning of
Republic also lost the powerful values enshrined in our Constitution. But whatever be the ideals, the
people, the political parties, the diverse people, the diverse people together with compassion, like non-being. How incredible it is? What an experience of freedom, dissent, diversity, respect and equality that our gener-
ations form post-independence have experienced?

Maya Sharma, Queer Activist:

And the experience of freedom, dissent, diversity, respect and equality that our generation form post-independence have
experienced?

RIP PANKAJ TRIPATHI

I know people love me: Pankaj

PANKAJ TRIPATHI surprises you by saying he doesn’t quite under-
stand what it means to be a star. However, he gets to know that
people love him through social media reaction.

“Nothing has changed. I don’t have an idea if I am a star. And I don’t know what it’s like to be a star. I don’t have an
idea about stardom. I used to work with honesty and I am doing it with sincerity still now,” Pankaj said.

“I know people love me. I get to know about it through social media. Sometimes I feel that the love of the audience is like a fixed deposit with me and I have to give them back interest with so much, the responsibility and trust increases,” he added.

I still remember meeting this kid (Varun Dhawan) in good times. Long hair, big dreams in his eyes and a swag that
was waiting to explode on celluloid! A few years later he was
my Assistant on Mubarak (My Name is Khan). When he
faced the camera for me for the first time, I developed an
immediately protective feeling of love and care for him... And that feeling today came alive in abundance as I
saw him walk with his loved one around the holy fire of trust and commitment...”

— Karen Johal

MAGNIFICENT MARCHES BY
THE REGIMENTS OF THE
INDIAN ARMY, NAVY, AIR
FORCE, POLICE AND PARAPHERNALIA FORMS, DISPLAY THE
ARMY’S RICH HISTORY, INCLUDING
ITS PART IN THE BATTLE OF KASHMIR, AIRCRAFT, WEAPON SYSTEMS, COLOURFUL UNIFORMS SHINING THE
BEAUTY OF DIFFERENT STATES OF INDIA — THE
REPUBLIC DAY PARADE IN Delhi has always been a visual treat. But beyond appearances, what does the idea of cele-
brating this day hold out for people besides institutionalising a large part of the populace in the capital? Does it still
have some importance among the citizens of India or is it merely a public holiday for them? We might find the
truth in the work done by those clearing the road or children selling them at traffic signal points.

We all remember the Republic Day parade from one
another. We all define equality in ways, we perceive it. The
idea of equality too is different for every
body. Hence, this Republic Day, let’s
to remember that equality is the key for a society to perform
well and excel. It might be different in various sections of the society, including the
most marginalised ones. After all, it’s our
unity. Hence, this Republic Day, let’s

-Manohar Lal, Chief Minister, Haryana

The Constitution of India has a special identity across the world. The fundamental rights enshrined in our
constitution give us the rights as citizens of a free democratic
India. It has touched glorious heights in various fields
due to the strenuous efforts of its people. On the solemn
occasion of Republic Day, let us come together and take
a pledge to march on the path of progress and make the
Nation and State ‘Atmanirbhar’.

- Manohar Lal, Chief Minister, Haryana

Government of Haryana

Heartyest Greetings
To People of Haryana On
REPUBLIC DAY

“...”

26th January, 2021
Lampard has had a mixed season so far, with Chelsea struggling in the Premier League and failing to achieve their goals in the Champions League.

Chelsea's statement read: "However, since taking charge, Frank and I have the utmost respect for him. He is a man of great integrity and has the highest of work ethics. However, this was a very difficult decision to make, not least because I have an excellent personal relationship with Frank and I have the utmost respect for him."

"This is a man of great integrity and has the highest of work ethics. However, this was a very difficult decision to make, not least because I have an excellent personal relationship with Frank and I have the utmost respect for him."

Chelsea's manager, Thomas Tuchel, reportedly set to replace him at Stamford Bridge.

Roman Abramovich said: "The club would like to thank Frank for his contributions and wish him all the best."